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In the present work the reversal of magnetization and the coherence of tunneling when an external magnetic
field is rotated instantaneously are studied in systems of a few spin-1/2 particles described by an anisotropic
Heisenberg Hamiltonian atT50. Our calculations demonstrate that this model for small magnetic particles
exhibits collective tunneling of the magnetization only for some specific resonant values of the applied mag-
netic field. These resonant effects occur at fields much lower than the values corresponding to the vanishing of
the barrier in the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. The former model is at variance with the exact calculations pre-
sented in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, the study of macroscopic quantum
tunneling1,2 ~MQT! of magnetization has received a lot of
attention both for fundamental and technological reasons.
Most fundamental aspects are connected with the quantum
limit and the quantum theory of measurement, and more ap-
plied ones are connected with the magnetization reversal
mechanisms and their dynamics.3,4 The ability to miniaturize
magnetic materials and study the magnetic properties of a
single isolated particle has revealed new classical and quan-
tum phenomena5,6 that questions the present understanding
of the fundamentals of magnetism. When quantum effects
are significant, classical interpretations become useless, and
we have to give up what is known as macroscopic realism.1

In addition, MQT of the magnetization when an external
magnetic field is suddenly rotated might be of crucial interest
in the future for information storage5 in magnetic particles.

MQT ~Refs. 1 and 2! consists of the tunneling of a mac-
roscopic variable through the barrier between two minima of
the effective potential of a macroscopic system. For small
single-domain ferromagnetic clusters, these minima corre-
spond to the two states of opposite magnetization, and the
barrier is proportional to the anisotropy in the exchange in-
teraction. When there is a repeated coherent tunneling back
and forth between the two wells, we have a case of macro-
scopic quantum coherence~MQC!, and all the spins behave
in the same way.

The Stone-Wohlfarth~SW! model,7 because of its success
in the explanation of many classical magnetic phenomena,
provided the idea that the dynamics of small magnetic par-
ticles in the single-domain regime would keep its simplicity.
However, the SW model has been found inadequate for ex-
plaining many details in experimental systems.8 The quan-
tum mechanical effects have been studied theoretically by
the quantization within a path integral formalism of the clas-
sical micromagnetic theory of magnetic dynamics.9,10 In the
semiclassical approximation made by Chudnovsky and

Gunther9 the probability of tunneling of the magnetization in
a single-domain particle through an energy barrier between
easy directions is calculated for several forms of magnetic
anisotropy, and uniform and coherent rotation of all the spins
is imposed; that is, spins are considered to behave dynami-
cally as a single quantum spin. They show that in addition to
superconducting devices, single-domain magnetic particles
represent a rich field for MQT study.

It is generally assumed that the electron spins of a single-
domain particle are constrained by the exchange interaction
between electron spins to behave dynamically as a single
quantum spin. This interaction was first proposed by Heisen-
berg and would explain that the single-domain particle could
tunnel from one macrospin state to another. Then the coher-
ent action of the huge number of degrees of freedom would
provide an example of MQT. However, recent experiments11

have found that the reversal mechanism of the magnetization
in single-domain particles could differ from the simple uni-
form rotation. This behavior has been explained in terms of
the different initial magnetization between inner and outer-
most spins when the external field is reversed.12 Further-
more, extensive theoretical work has been presented to un-
derstand why the magnetization of elongated particles is able
to rotate incoherently.13

The calculations presented in this work show that for the
model considered representing small clusters of spin-1/2 par-
ticles atT50, the exact quantum evolution of the spins is, in
general, noncoherent, but it is found that each model exhibits
collective tunneling of the magnetization only for a specific
resonant value of the applied magnetic field. This coherent
quantum tunneling occurs at fields much lower than the val-
ues corresponding to the vanishing of the barrier in the
Stoner-Wohlfarth model. The former model is at variance
with the exact calculations presented in this paper, and, at
fields close to the disappearance of the barrier where semi-
classical treatments9 are applied, such important coherent
resonant tunneling is not found at all.
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II. MODEL AND METHOD

We have represented a system containingN spin-1/2 par-
ticles in the presence of an applied magnetic fieldH through
its Heisenberg Hamiltonian:
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a ~a5x,y,z! are the Pauli-spin matrices at sitei

related to the spin operators by
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the sum^ i j & is over nearest-neighbor pairs,Jx ,Jy ,Jz are the
exchange constants, andHx ,Hz are the components of the
external magnetic field. The magnetic fields considered are
within the xz plain without any generality loss and anisot-
ropy is taken into account by makingJx , Jy , andJz differ-
ent. In the text we speak about magnetization and total spin
without distinction; notice that they are related by the Bohr
magnetonmB and the electron-g factor.

In order to know which parameters have decisive influ-
ence on the magnetization quantum evolution, we have stud-
ied different situations, varying~a! the size of the cluster
~number of particlesN! and its geometrical configuration,~b!
the kind and value of the anisotropy, and~c! the value, di-
rection, and reversal mechanism of the applied magnetic
field. Because of the limits of computational resources, we
have limited ourselves to systems of just a few particles, with
a uniaxial anisotropyD in the z direction @Jx5Jy,Jz5J,
D5(Jz2Jx)/J# and to instantaneous rotations of the mag-
netic field. The range of the parameters is 0.01J<D<0.1J
for the anisotropy and 0<H<0.2J for the magnetic field,
considering in most casesH,D. We study how the total
magnetization and the expectation values of the spins com-
ponents evolve when the magnetic field is rotated instanta-
neously. Tunneling and the coherence in the different spins’
evolution are analyzed.

The temporal evolution of the system is calculated by a
numerically exact solution of the time-dependent Schro¨-
dinger equation.14 This requires the computation of all eigen-
values and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian. The limiting
factor of this approach is the amount of memory needed to
store all eigenvectors, which scales as 22N. The formal solu-
tion of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation, given an
initial wave functionuC~t50!& is expressed as

uC~ t !&5e2 i tHuC~ t50!&, ~3!

and to understand the main features of the system, the tem-
poral evolution of thea ~a5x,y,z! component of each spin
can be obtained as follows:

^Si
a&~ t !5^C~ t !uSi

auC~ t !&. ~4!

Actually, the expectation value ofs i
a instead ofSi

a is calcu-
lated, but as it has been said they are simply related. The
essential information of the problem analyzed is concen-

trated on thez-component of the spins. In addition, the com-
ponents of the total spin are obtained by

^Sa&~ t !5K C~ t !U 1N (
i
Si

aUC~ t !L , ~5!

N being the number of particles.
The spin system of a single-domain particle having

uniaxial anisotropy in the presence of a field perpendicular to
the easy axis has a symmetric, double-well potential@Fig.
1~a!#. The magnetization of this system then exhibits a re-
peated tunneling back and forth between the two wells in a
coherent fashion.5 This is known as macroscopic quantum
coherence~MQC!. Usually, it is very difficult to observe
MQC, since the energy barrier is too large and the tunneling
probability decreases exponentially with the barrier height.
By applying a dc magnetic field directed along the easy axis,
the magnetization is biased in the direction of the field and
the barrier is reduced@Fig. 1~b!#. Obviously, the tunneling
rate increases,5 permitting the MQT phenomenon.

We need to introduce the two-time correlation function of
the magnetization,1 which compares thez component ofS at
one time with its value at a time later:^Sz(t8)Sz(t81t)&. In
the present work, the symmetrized correlation functionC(t)
defined as

C~ t !5 1
2 ^C~0!uSz~0!Sz~ t !1Sz~ t !Sz~0!uC~0!& ~6!

has been calculated.
There is a negligible probability of finding the magnetiza-

tion in other than an up or down direction if the energy wells
are deep. With negligible dissipation present, coherent tun-

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the energy barrier for the
magnetization in presence of an applied magnetic field with com-
ponents~a! HxÞ0,Hz50, ~b! HxÞ0,Hz.0, ~c! the physical situ-
ation considered in computation, and~d! examples of clusters with
different number of spins and different geometrical forms.
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neling back and forth between the two states leads to a sinu-
soidal oscillation ofC(t) at a frequency twice the MQT tun-
neling rateG. For two measurements of the magnetization
separated by the time intervalt, one should have1,2

^S~ t8!S~ t81t !&5S0
2 cos~2Gt !. ~7!

This equation predicts a resonance for the Fourier trans-
form of C(t) at a frequencyvR52G. As the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem6 shows that the frequency-dependent
magnetic susceptibilityx9~v! is essentially the Fourier trans-
form of the correlation function, the susceptibility should
exhibit this resonance, and this will happen for small enough
fields so that the energy minima of the two macroscopic
states are equivalent. In experiments with superconducting
quantum interference device microsusceptometers15 in which
x9~v! is measured, a well-defined resonance has been found,
and it is tempting to be associated with a MQC phenomenon.
The sharpness of the resonance indicates that the coupling to
the environment is weak, which is an important requirement
for MQC, and it is also found that the resonant frequency is
very sensitive to small fields. Many research works in MQC
have studied the effect of dissipation on this resonance.1

In the present work we have assumed that there is no
dissipation,T50, and we have considered applied magnetic
fields for which the energy barrier is present, giving rise to
the appearance of tunneling phenomena. The results we have
found show a qualitatively different landscape to what has
been explained above: there is essentially a sharp reso-
nance corresponding to collective tunneling of the magneti-
zation back and forth between its two opposite directions but
only for a particular magnetic field, whereas for lower and
larger fields this phenomenon does not appear.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Following the general method described in the preceding
section, the exact spin propagation and the coherence in the
magnetization tunneling when the external magnetic field is
rotated instantaneously are studied. In our particular model,
at t50 there is a field applied along thez direction,
H15~0,0,H1z! with H1z,0. Then the ground state of the fer-
romagnet has all spins down, and we prepare the system in
this state. At t.0, the magnetic field is rotated instanta-
neously about they axis so thatH25(Hx2,0,Hz2) with
Hx2,Hz2.0 forms an angleuf with thez axis @see Fig. 1~c!#.
If the magnetic field is reversed, nothing happens in the exact
propagation because the ground state of the first Hamiltonian
is also an eigenstate of the second one, although not the
ground state.

Generally, since not all the particles in the cluster are
equivalent~except when they form a ring! the spins evolve in
a noncoherent way although the nonuniformity is small. We
can appreciate this fact when calculating the spin evolution
and its mean value in time. The importance of the noncoher-
ent behavior depends on the magnetic field value and on the
anisotropy. It can be said that the spins precess about an
effective field, and, since the system state has components
with spins up and down, there is some probability of mag-
netization tunneling. However, we will see that only for cer-
tain fields a collective tunneling of the magnetization occurs.

We have calculated the expectation value ofSi
z for each

nonequivalent spini ~i.e., spins with different numbers of
couplings! averaged over time

S̄i
z5

1

T E
0

T

dt^Si
z~ t !& ~8!

for different values of the magnetic fieldH2, and the same
magnitude for the total spinS̄z. In addition, we monitor the
time evolution of^Si

a(t)& and ^Sa(t)&, a5x,y,z as well as
the correlation function^Sa(0)Sa(t)& for a5x,y,z. Of
course, we also compute the eigenvalues and eigenstates for
each value of the magnetic field considered.

In the present calculations, we have thoroughly analyzed
clusters with uniaxial anisotropiesD50.1, 0.05, and 0.01,
with N spins ~2,N,9! forming different geometrical con-
figurations and in presence of a wide range of magnetic
fields with directions given by anglesuf545°, 30°, and 15°.
Depending on the value of the magnetic field, the barrier
between the two directions of the magnetization can exist or
not, and this way we can speak about two regions:~a! a
tunneling region when there is a barrier between the two
wells and ~b! a nontunneling region when that activation
barrier has vanished.

Let us concentrate on the results for uniaxial anisotropy
D50.1 (Jx5Jy50.9Jz) and a magnetic field forming an
angle uf545° with the z direction, H25(Hx2,0,Hz2) with
Hx25Hz2. The remarkable result obtained is the following:
clusters with five, six, seven, and eight particles and with
different geometrical forms@chain, ring, and others–see Fig.
1~d!# present a pronounced resonance in the curves ofS̄i

z and
S̄z in terms ofHx25Hz2 for a specific magnetic field that
clearly falls in the tunneling region~a!. Evidence of the reso-
nance does not come directly from the time-averaged spin-z
component, but this magnitude shows this behavior very
clearly. We have found that these resonances correspond to
pure sinusoidal oscillations in the correlation function as it
must occur when there is MQC. However, for points around
these resonances the correlation function does not present
this cosine at all. Clusters with less than five spins do not
show this behavior, and the reason will be explained later in
terms of the spectrum. When the magnetic field is large
enough the activation barrier vanishes@region ~b!#, the be-
havior of the spins is dominated by the field and it becomes
less interesting. Then, the spins seem essentially to precess
around the magnetic field direction, although their behavior
is not that simple. Later on it will be shown that the resonant
coherent quantum tunneling is a general feature of the
model, and it is not limited to these particular anisotropy
values and orientations of the magnetic field.

Now we will show in detail the results for a cluster of six
spins forming a line withD50.1 anduf545° ~see Fig. 2! to
illustrate the general behavior just anticipated.S̄z is shown in
Fig. 2~a!, and a sharp resonance appears for a specific field
falling in the tunneling region. At this resonance, the corre-
lation function presents a sinusoidal oscillation@~i! in Fig.
2~b!# with positive and negative values, whereas for fields
just around this specific resonant field this function stays
close to the value 1 and exhibits a complex behavior@~ii ! and
~iii ! in Fig. 2~b!#. The sinusoidal oscillation indicates that
there is a collective tunneling between the two directions of
the magnetization in contrast to the aspect of the correlation
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function for nonresonant fields, which shows that in these
cases the magnetization is not reverted.

In order to understand why a particular magnetic field
provokes the resonant coherent quantum tunneling, we have
studied the system spectrum calculating its eigenstates ener-
gies for each magnetic field applied. It can be seen in Fig.
2~c! that the specific field that produces the resonance makes
the energies of the second and third eigenstates of the system
practically equal, which correspond essentially to all spins in
one direction and in the opposite, respectively. This fact per-
mits a resonant tunneling of the magnetization for a deter-
mined field in each case. In Fig. 2~c! the energy of the first
eigenstates of the system and the system energy,^CuH uC&,
are plotted as a function of the magnetic field. When the
energy of an eigenstate increases with the fieldH, it means
that the eigenstate has mainly all spins against the field, that
is spins down, while when the eigenstate energy decreases
with H, this fact suggests that the vectors with relevant
weight in the eigenstate decomposition are those with all
spins up~same direction as the field!. For fields below the

resonant one,Hr , the second eigenstate corresponds funda-
mentally to all spins down, and the third to all spins up. At
H5Hr , their energies coincide, and the two corresponding
eigenstates have components with spins up and down,
whereas whenH.Hr , the energy levels seem to be repealed
and the opposite toH,Hr occurs, the second level spins up
and the third down. The system energy calculated as the
expectation value of the Hamiltonian is slightly above the
degeneration point atH5Hr . The importance of each eigen-
state for the system state can be calculated, and this can
explain why the resonance occurs: below the resonant
field, the system state is essentially the second eigenstate
with all spins down; at the resonant field, the second and
third eigenstates have an equivalent importance both with up
and down spins, and aboveHr , the relevant eigenstate is the
third one with all the spins down again, as can be corrobo-
rated in the representation ofS̄z, Fig. 2~a!. Notice that the
first eigenstate does not contribute because we do not take
into account dissipation. The behavior shown is general for
the cases considered. It must be said that the levels do not
cross; there is a small splittingDE between their energies
that is related to the tunnel frequency and, in consequence, to
the oscillating periodT of the correlation functionC(t) by

T52p\DE21. ~9!

The values ofT andDE fit this formula very well.
Until now, the case exhibited corresponded to anisotropy

D50.1 and a direction of the second Hamiltonian forming an
angle of 45° with thez axis. Other anisotropy values and

FIG. 2. ~a! Dependence ofSz for each different spini on the size
of the second magnetic field for a system of six spins forming a
chain, withD50.1 anduf545°; ~b! symmetrized correlation func-
tion for the resonant fieldHr50.032 766J ~i! and two fields around
it, ~ii ! H50.031J and ~iii ! H50.035J. Curve~iii ! has been shifted
0.25 in they axis in order to clarify the picture.~c! System energy
^CuH uC& and energy of the first eigenstates of the system as a func-
tion of the magnetic field.

FIG. 3. ~a! Si
z for each different spin~i! and ~b! symmetrized

correlation functionC(t) as a function of the second magnetic field
for a cluster of six spins forming a chain withD50.1 when the
second magnetic field direction forms angles of 45°, 30°, and 15°
with the z axis.
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other directions have been studied. In Fig. 3~a! we present
the curves ofS̄i

z when the direction ofH2 forms angles
uf545°, 30°, and 15° with thez axis and the correlation
function corresponding to the leftmost peak of each curve.
The equivalent sharp peaks are the leftmost ones. These are
resonances whose correlation functions also exhibit a pure
cosine@see Fig. 3~b!#, whereas the fields around them lead to
functions with a completely different behavior. The other
sharp points of the 30° and 15° curves do not present that
pure cosine; they show more complex oscillating behaviors.
It is surprising that the correlation function corresponding to
the 30° resonance also presents a perfectly sinusoidal oscil-
lating behavior but with a much larger period@in Fig. 3~b! it
only appears at the first part of the cosine#. This long period
is because of the very small splitting between the second and
third eigenstates whenuf530°.

Another important parameter is the value of the anisot-
ropy. The remarkable resonance that has been found with
D50.1 (Jx5Jy50.9Jz) is also found when D50.05
(Jx5Jy50.95Jz), and again it corresponds to an oscillating
behavior inC(t). The results forD50.05 are similar, and
therefore they are not shown. This way it can be said that the
resonance found is a general feature of the system consid-
ered; it appears for several sizes with any geometrical con-
figuration, for different values of the anisotropy, and for all
the directions of the magnetic fieldH2 studied.

In Fig. 4 we show the dependence of the resonant fieldHr
on the number of couplings for clusters with six, seven, and
eight particles and the comparison with the values of the
fieldHb that makes the barrier disappear in a classical model
of uniform rotation. Different geometrical configurations
have been analyzed@see Fig. 1~d! as an example#, Nc/N
being the rate between the number of couplingsNc and the
number of spinsN and in consequence an indication of how
compact the cluster is. In our studyHr,Hb for all the sys-
tems considered and their dependence on the number of cou-
plings seems to be analogous~same scope!. In addition to
this, we have also calculated the dependence ofHr andHb
on the number of spins~N,9! for the same geometrical con-
figuration ~chain!. The result obtained does not seem to be
trivial at first sight. In Fig. 5 this dependence can be seen,
and againHr,Hb for systems with five spins and more.
HoweverHr and Hb have an opposite dependence on the

number of spins: whileHb increases with the number of
spins, since the barrier height is proportional toN, Hr de-
creases with it. The difference betweenHr andHb increases
with N, and in consequence the resonance is situated further
from the region where the barrier vanishes and the semiclas-
sical approaches are applied.9 The tendency shown by the
two curves can explain why clusters with less than five par-
ticles do not present such resonance, as well as the fact that
the second and third eigenstates energies do not get close but
keep a considerable gap between them. It is of interest to
calculate the value ofHr for N larger than 9 in order to know
its behavior whenN increases. These calculations will be
realized shortly using Suzuki’s fourth-order fractal product
formula14,16,17to solve the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion. An interesting point is that whenN increases and so the
separation betweenHr andHb becomes larger, new peaks or
resonances appear. We have observed this behavior in clus-
ters with eight spins. The field corresponding to the second
peak in the eight-spin curve is belowHb , whereas in the
seven-spin curve the second peak field is aboveHb ~see Fig.
5!.

Now we concentrate our attention in a system that exhib-
its this oscillating behavior in the correlation functionC(t).
The spins are tunneling between the up and down position,
but how does this happen? If we look at the state of the
system at different times, we can see that at a time when
C(t) is close to 1@~iii ! in Fig. 6#, all the spins are down: the
only important component of the decomposition of the sys-
tem state in vectors is that with all spins down. For any
minimum ofC(t), as ~i! in Fig. 6, the relevant components
of the system state are those with all spins up, and all spins
up except one. This is also seen in Fig. 6. In the resonance
case there is a collective tunneling of the magnetization,
since at two different times the system state is a linear com-
bination whose relevant terms correspond to vectors with
most of the spins down or to vectors with most of the spins
up. The sinusoidal aspect ofC(t) is a sign of the maximum
coherence in the spins reversal. In a nonresonant case, only
the terms with all the spins in the direction of the initial
situation are important at any time, and so there is not a
collective tunneling of the spins.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the resonant field~solid circles! on the
number of couplings for clusters with six, seven, and eight particles
and comparison with the values of the field needed to vanish the
activation barrier~open circles!.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the resonant fieldHr ~solid circles! and
the field needed to cause the disappearance of the activation barrier
Hb ~open circles! on the number of spins for a fixed geometrical
configuration. The solid triangular symbols correspond to the sec-

ond peak in theSi
z curve for seven and eight spin clusters.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the reversal of magnetization and the
coherence of tunneling when an external magnetic field is
rotated instantaneously in systems of a few spin-1/2 particles
described by an anisotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian atT50.
We consider clusters in the presence of an applied magnetic
field along the easy axis so that the system is prepared with
all the spins along that direction. Then the magnetic field is
rotated instantaneously, and the exact propagation of the sys-

tem is calculated. We analyze the mean value in the time of
the components of each spin and the total spin as a function
of the magnetic field, the correlation function, and also the
spectrum in terms of the quantum coherence of the spins,
that is, the coherent tunneling back and forth between the
two wells of the double-well potential. For systems with five
particles and more, for any geometrical configuration and for
different anisotropy values a sharp resonance in tunneling of
the magnetization direction is found for a fixed and unique
resonant magnetic field in each system. We have found that
the resonant field is lower than the field needed for the acti-
vation barrier to vanish. The correlation function at that re-
markable resonance consists of a perfectly sinusoidal oscil-
lation indicative of a collective tunneling of the mag-
netization. Outside of this resonant field the correlation func-
tion does not present a simple behavior. The effect of the
magnetic field on the resonant tunneling has been analyzed
in terms of the spectrum. The structure of the spectrum ex-
plains why the resonance is not found for clusters with less
than five particles. Our calculations demonstrate that the
model for small magnetic particles studied in the present
work exhibits collective tunneling of the magnetization only
for some specific resonant values of the magnetic field, at
variance with the Stoner-Wohlfarth model, which predicts
coherent rotation at all fields. Therefore, we want to make
the reader notice the precaution needed in undertaking semi-
classical studies of MQC.

Note added in proof. In the case of Fig. 2~b!, we have
recently calculated up to 200 000 time steps. The result of
the coherent oscillation remains present.
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